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ike Learn can’t teach the ability 10 execute any image
that his active mind can create. That’s a unique, Godgiven talent. But the master can, and does, shore the
lessons he’s learned in a 25-year career.

His education began in earnest at 12, when he picked up his first
airbrush to point model airplanes and soon moved on to T-shirts.
Encouraged by enlightened middle- and high-school teachers,
the youngster began to emulate on eclectic gallery of artists-Frank
Frazetta, Stan lee, Dali, H.R. Giger and Ed “Big Daddy” Roth. His airbrush “representations” earned him many scholastic awards, including The Governor’s Award for Fine Arts.

“His advice to new artists is to embrace the
‘artist’s angst’—a mixture of sell-confidence
and striving to be better. “Believe in yourself
before you expect anybody to believe in you.”
He enrolled in Edinboro State University to major in corporate
arts and illustration, but left after three years to pursue another
passion-rock ‘n’ roll. To supplement his living as a lead guitarist, learn
worked at body shops in his native Erie, Pennsylvania He learned
about fabrication and prepping and was given the opportunity to
paint murals and graphics on his friends’ cars. He spent 0 good deal
of time modifying Sportsters, old Triumphs and other abandoned
British motorcycles, and come to the realization that he needed to
find a direction that would feed his passions for airbrush, fabrication
and music. He would find it in spades.
After many years in Pennsylvania, starving, and often undercutting his own efforts in order to survive, Learn moved to Arizona to
work at a small paint and body shop. For the next nine years (and
a short stint pioneering the point deportment of Titan Motorcycle
Company of America) learn worked with Dean Calderwood, helping
to build his four-man operation to the behemoth business people
know today. Thousands of bikes came through the doors of this
shop, pointed for companies like Titan, Bourget’s Bike Works ond Jim
Nasi Customs, as well as many well-heeled and well-known customers.
Mike learn Airbrush & Design was established in 2002, with
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Learn working out of his shop in the backyard of the home he shared with his wife Diana. Rolling Chrome Inc., a
niche marketing company for the motorcycle industry and Diana’s brainchild, was born at the same time.
With a growing client base, and Diana’s sister Darla climbing aboard on the marketing
end, on expansion was necessary within a year.
With a new 4,400-square-loot building in Tempe, new employees and
more new patrons than he could handle, learn knew he would need
help with the paint and artwork. He turned to his good friend and
former colleague Krash in August of 2003. The reunion, Learn
says, promotes creativity and inspires originality.
The partnership paid immediate and ongoing dividends. The firm started this year by earning V-Twin
Magazine’s Pointer of the Year Award during
Daytona’s infamous bike week, with learn
and Krash handed the golden statuette at
the annual V-Twin Biker’s Ball. And they
continue to paint on some of the most
notorious customs, including Kendall’s Easyrider Centerfold Tour bike,
JNC S&S Shootout, Death Valley
Choppers’ Las Vegas bike, and
Anno Nicole’s TrimSpa bike.
“Our plans for the future
are to do more fabrication
and to build three to four
bikes a year as promotional
pieces for the business,”
Learns confides. •We plan
on painting anywhere from
75 to 100 bikes per year.
Between Krash and I we
are averaging roughly one
a week with some of the
more involved jobs balanced by some less intense
requests. We are committed to keeping the
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business small, with
all art done by Krash
and myself. We will only
take as much work as we can handle.•
Rolling Chrome, meanwhile, is busy
expanding its clothing line and doing highprofile logo and design work. ”For instance,” Learn
explains, “we just did some projects for the Discovery
Channel, like the marquee headings for the Biker Build Offs
and the logo for Bike Week. Right now I am doing a piece of art
for the band Megadeth to be used as the album cover for their new
release The System Has Failed.”
As for the nuts and baits of his artwork, learn uses Iwata Airbrushes exclusively: the micron C plus, the micron SB, the Iwata HPBC and the Iwata HPC.
He uses Spies-Hecker flexible lines of basecoat, clear coot, and primer materials.
Without having to clear every time he bases, learn reasons, he has more time for making art and fewer worries about adhesion. Learn uses a computer and plotter to design
and cut many of his tribals and other complex masks; Corel Draw is his preferred program.
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The Roland Camm 1 CX 24 is a real workhorse of a plotter and the drivers
run directly from Corel Draw, he says. Learn prefers Avery Point Mask to others on the market because of its extremely low tack and ability to hold up to
paint materials and solvents without leaving residue.
“I use the computer as a tool to enable me to do designs that I don’t
want to have to cut on a surface” Learn says. “It saves lime and makes the
job cleaner. I do spend time designing, but it goes pretty quick after you get
used to working with the program. Using a computer also allows me 10 create designs and then prejudge them on the screen to determine whether or
not they are going to work.”
Learn says he realized the potential benefit
of a plotter bock when he worked in a
Pennsylvania sign shop. “The plotter is something I have been
working with for about 12 or
13 years. It is on integral
part of my technique.
I recommend it to
everybody.
Traditionally,
sign guys use
platters

strictly
for lettering and
window decals. When I relocated to Arizona I continued to
enhance the process and really look it to
the next level. I suggest that anyone who is looking
to get serious about what they are doing to go ahead and
spend the $1,500 dollars and get a plotter.”
His advice to new artists is to embrace the “artist’s angst”---o mixture of
self-confidence and striving to be better. “Believe in yourself before you expect
anybody to believe in you. I think that is a primary thing for me and it’s always
been a struggle to look at my work and think that I have reached some sort of
crowning moment. I am always critiquing myself. I believe in what I’m doing but
yet to feel satisfied is elusive.
Let other artists and techniques inspire you, learn preaches. “As on artist you
wont to absorb everything out there and open up your mind to new creative
ideas and techniques and not to throw yourself
into one particular style. It is important to remain diverse.”
Another
important
tip:

“Learn to pinstripe.” Learn exclaims. “It will become on inconvenience
and a hindrance if you have to call someone to
pinstripe your work. Making the pinstripe a
part of the final design in your head
always helps too. Being a
little bit of a graphic
artist along with
airbrushing helps
you to know how
lines, colors and shapes all work together.
[Airbrush Action just released three instructional videos on pinstriping by Wizard;
Pinstriping Basics, Dogger Pinstriping,
and Scrollbrush Pinstriping].
Last, “I would also suggest
that you take as many classes
as you con. And practice
your ass off.”

Mike Learn is scheduled to appear
at the Las Vegas Airbrush
Getaway from September 27
to October 1. Take advantage
of this rare opportunity to meet
and work with Mike.

